stock investors in China. Latest surveys show that in
the southern cicy of Guangzhou, around 40% of all
families own stocks. In just six years the stock market
has grown dramatically in China.
Stock market conditions have reflected economic
conditions in China. Shortly after the set-up of two
stock exchanges, China's economy began to slow down
and the government adopted an austerity program in
1993 to control inflation. Stock prices dropped
substantially and have been in the doldrums ever since.
The turnaround came in 1996 when China achieved
an economic soft landing: inflation fell to below 10%
after years of double-digit rises, economic growth
stabilized, and the money supply began to expand. The
soft landing gave investors reason to feel confident in
the stock markets. In addition, the markets were also
helped by the government's call to hasten development
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of the securities market and by the limited investment
opportunities open to local investors.
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LOOKING AHEAD
B shares performed exceptionally in 1996. The
Shenzhen B share index was up 147% in 1996, among
the best performing markets in the world, while the
Shanghai B share index also saw a rally of 38%.
Looking ahead, we are quite positive regarding the
long-term potential of the B share market based on the
following reasons:
• The possibility of an eventual merger of
A and B shares
Chinese government officials have been implying
privately that there would be an eventual merger of A
and B shares, although a timetable was not established.
We believe this is quite possible, especially after the full
convertibility of RMB, which officials have made clear
will be done before the year 2000. Movement towards
a merger will almost certainly raise the price of
discounted B shares.
• Easing credit conditions
China 's real GDP growth was 9.7% in 1996 while its
inflation was kept below 6%. This June, retail prices
were only up by 0.8%, a six year low. Strong economic
growth and low inflation has put pressure on the
central bank to further ease credit, lifting the interest
rate burden from state-owned-enterprises.
• Corporate restructuring- SOE reform
China's state-owned-enterprises (SOE) are experiencing
wide-spread reform in an effort to increase efficiency.
The government is encouraging mergers and
acquisition among enterprises. Bankruptcies and
lay-offs, which were unimaginable in the past, are
becoming more and more common. Although the
results are not yet evident, we believe this will definitely
increase SOE's efficiency and competitiveness to the
benefit of China 's economic future.

